Because RFID makes it so simple to capture data from users and items, a new world of event capture and control is now possible, and complex rules in event criteria can be applied at the occurrence for more intuitive and impactful information and notifications.

Ultimately RFID should simplify and reduce workload. Thus our goal is to cater to users and patrons of the system. History and accountability are now automatically captured for user activity just by them using/accessing the system.

**WHAT THE SOLUTIONS MANAGE**

- **ITEMS**
  - SKU's
  - Tags
  - Containers

- **LOCATIONS**
  - Location
  - Zones
  - Sub Zones

- **USERS**
  - Patrons
  - Employees
  - Users

- **CONTROLS**
  - Readers
  - Printers
  - Locks
  - PLC Controls
  - Digital Media
  - SDK / App Controls

**ACTIONS / INVENTORY & PRODUCT PROCESSES**

- **Serialization**
- **Management**
- **Verification**
- **Allocation**
- **Information**
- **Service**
Freedom’s Solutions enable a new world of detail, edge-driven real-time data. With our solutions we can light up the elements of your business that currently seem out of control and bring visibility and tracking to just about any inventory process.
FREEDOM RFID IS JUST RIGHT
START TODAY, FLEX IT TOMORROW

Freedom’s core capabilities support a wide variety of solutions that can be integrated with any legacy system and can serve as a platform for custom and home-grown solutions. We remain at the forefront of radio frequency identification technology for inventory processes.

Freedom RFID expertise is INVENTORY LOGIC. We’re a results-oriented company, creating solutions and delivering services that have earned awarded recognition. Let us craft YOUR Solution!

BUILDING THE PERFECT RFID SOLUTION